
 

 

 

Quartz Cuckoo Clock Set-up Instructions 
1. Unpack your clock and parts, taking care to unwrap all paper packages. Your box will contain 

the following pieces. 
a) Clock Body 
b) Headpiece (only on traditional styles)  
c) 1 Wooden Pendulum  
d) 2 Plastic or Wooden weights 

OPTION that your clock may also have a removeable bell tower. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Double check that the clock is reading 12 o’clock, if not, move the minute hand (largest hand) 
clockwise until clock is reading exactly 12.   

 

3. Turn the clock over, rotate the metal clip holding the backplate on.  
 

4. Using a small screwdriver, lever the backplate away from the clock body.  
 

5. Insert the batteries into the terminal. Clocks without music will take 2x C size batteries, 
whereas musical clocks will take 3x C size. We recommend ‘Duracell’ brand as they are the 
most reliable. 

 

6. Replace back panel and rotate metal clip to cover again. 
 

7. Remove plastic bag and tie from chains on the bottom of the clock case, attach decorative 
weights to the hook at the end of both chains.  

 

8. Attach pendulum to hook behind chains on bottom of clock case.  
 

9. (If your clock has a decorative headpiece) Slide screws into metal clips on the front of the 
clock, and tighten from the back, using a small screwdriver. 

 

10. Set the desired time by moving the minute hand clockwise, pausing and waiting until the 
Cuckoo has finished called at each hour.                                                                                             
(Do not wind hour hand or minute hand anti-clockwise) 

 

11. Hang the clock by the round hole on the back of the clock, on a secure quality screw.             
(DO NOT HANG ON A PICTURE FRAME HOOK) 

 

 
 
 
Changing time for Daylight Savings: 

Move the minute clock hand forward one hour or 11 hours to correct time. Either turn off all 
sound and music using switch on the side OR let the clock finish Cuckoo-ing and music chime 
each hour before commencing to the next hour. Do not wind hands anti-clockwise 
 

Replacing flat batteries/Resetting Clock: 
Take out batteries. Wind minute hand to 12 o’clock (listen for the hour click). 
Insert new batteries. Set the desired time again by following step 10.  
 

 
Troubleshooting  
 

Cuckoo is not cuckooing correct amount of times: 
Batteries may be going flat, reset clock using instructions stated above if problem still persists, 
replace batteries.  

 

Cuckoo bird comes out of door but does not go back in: 
Batteries may be going flat, reset clock using instructions stated above if problem still persists, 
replace batteries.  

 

Hands are loose: 
Make sure hands are at correct time, then push hands back towards the clock to tighten.  

 

No Cuckoo or music sounds: 
Check switch on side of clock that it is set to ‘on’ and volume is turned up.  
Room may be too dark for clock to operate with light sensor, check this by placing in a light 
area or using a torch.  
 

Time is wrong: 
Reset clock using instructions above and change your time with minute hand. 

 

The German Village Shop of Hahndorf would like to thank you for purchasing this wonderful German made Cuckoo 
Clock, that we are so passionate about. 

 

If you have any further questions, please feel free to email us using the details below. 
We look forward to seeing you again in Hahndorf. 

 
The German Village Shop Pty Ltd 

50 Main St 
Hahndorf SA 5245 

South Australia 
Australia 

 
(08) 8388 7324 

www.thegermanvillageshop.com.au 
info@thegermanvillageshop.com.au 
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